Year 9: ASK Yourself!
Subject: Visual Communication
Unit: Event Project
Launching
1-2

S

Developing
3-4

Mastering
7-9

kills
I struggled to
make the stencils
for printing.

I was able to
make a stencil for
relief printing and
screen printing.

I may need to be
more patient
with the
software and
have a more
positive attitude
when learning
new skills.
I started making
the poster.

I used Photoshop
with help from
others.

Print processes

Scanner

Print

Photoshop

Poster

K

Progressing
5-6

My prints were
good. I may need to
alter the stencil
slightly to make my
prints neater or I
may need to apply
more/less paint.
I was able to
skilfully use
Photoshop in my
work.

The prints that I
made were very
neat. I am able to
screen print and
relief print
independently.

I made a good
attempt at the
poster.

My poster is neatly
presented. It has a
relevant image and
some information
about the event.

I produced a high
quality event poster
that looks
professional and is
informative. I used
Photoshop to a
good level in my
design.

I need to learn
the printing
processes.

I can name some
of the printing
processes.

I can confidently
name and explain
the 4 different
printing processes.

I need to learn
how to use the
scanner.

My notes on the
scanner were not
in enough detail
and I had to ask
for help when
using it.

I can name the
printing processes
and can explain
some of the
differences.
I was able to use
the scanner with
the aid of my own
notes.

My Photoshop skills
are excellent. I was
able to learn how to
use some of the
tools on my own and
I can help others
use the software.

nowledge

I can confidently
use the scanner and
help others to do
so.

